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1. Un Amore Cosi Grande
2. O Surdato Nnammurato
3. Mamma
4. Voglio Vivere Cosi
5. Santa Lucia
6. Funiculi Funicula
7. Because
8. Vieni Sul Mar
9. Granada
10. Era De Maggio - Andrea Bocelli, Anna Bonitatibus
11. Marechiare
12. E Vui Durmiti Ancora
13. Non Ti Scordar Di Me
14. Pulcinella
  Andrea Bocelli – tenor, arranger  Veronica Berti – vocals  Giorgio Armani  - wardrobe  Fausto
Mesolella - guitar (classical)  Maurizio Sansone – keyboards  Paolo Costa – bass  Pasquale De
Angelis - bass  Gianluca Mirra – drums  Lele Melotti – drums  Emidio Ausiello - percussion 
Boomerang - vocal ensemble  Verdi Grand Symphonic Orchestra Milan  Swiss-Italian Radio
Orchestra  Felice Pitolo – conductor  Luigi Lombardi D'Aquino - conductor    

 

  

Although it's not likely to change many minds about Andrea Bocelli, this is one of the more
intriguing items in the Italian crossover tenor's catalog. In a way it's surprising that he hasn't
taken on this project until now, for the Neapolitan and Italian mid-century pop songs he
performs here were in many ways the original "crossover" items from the European continent.
On the other hand, the performers, like Caruso, who made these songs famous (or the earlier
ones among them, at least), did so as opera singers who were offering an exaggerated, slightly
camp version of their normal musical language. That's not what happens here. Incanto is billed
as an evocation of Italy in the 1950s, as experienced through the romantic classics of cinema
from Hollywood and from Italy itself. The CD and accompanying DVD are presented in a
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hardback booklet with artwork featuring Bocelli walking away from a parked Vespa motor
scooter (you have to wonder whether product placement was involved). The arrangements are
lush, pure mid-century pop with strings, much heavier than the ones you would hear with
Caruso or even the contemporary operatic singers who have recorded discs like this, and
conductor Steven Mercurio, leading the Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano Giuseppe Verdi, plays
them to the hilt. And the thing with Bocelli himself is that his voice resides easily in the ranges
and moves of these songs. He's not forcing his voice into operatic brilliance, but simply doing
what comes naturally. The result is that the inherent humor in some of these songs, like Funiculì
Funiculà, is diminished, but that those that rely on pure sentiment, like the Mexican chestnut
Granada, are given a lightness and warmth that fits perfectly with what Bocelli is all about. After
coming to international stardom, Bocelli attempted in various ways to tease new things out of
his voice, which was probably beneficial in the end inasmuch as it kept the spotlight on his
career: when he showed up in middle-sized cities around the world to sing opera, the press
went with him. Here, he returns to his comfort zone -- paradoxically in music that wasn't always
quite about a comfort zone, but the singer's fans who can pick his voice out from across a
crowded shopping mall are going to love this. ---James Manheim, Rovi
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